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Abundance Worthiness 

By Rene Bastarache, CI 

 

This script will help you to feel worthy of abundance. You'll imagine yourself as an 

abundant person standing in a mirror directly before you. This script includes 

guided imagery and focused emotion to enhance your abundance transformation. 

 

Script Begins Here: 

 

I’d like to imagine right now that you’re seeing an image of yourself standing right 

before you… As if you’re watching yourself in a mirror… 

 

As you’re watching this mirror image of you, I'd like you to see yourself as the 

abundant person you'd like to be… Imagine yourself right now… being successful… 

being happy… being exactly where you want to be at this moment in life… 

Realize that this person is you… that you’re worthy of being wealthy… that it's 

okay to be wealthy… just as it's okay to be healthy… You deserve it… 

 

You’re a good person… and you deserve all the good things that come to you in 

life… Having abundance is your birthright… It’s natural to be abundant as there’s 

so much abundance surrounding you continually… You simply open yourself up to 

allowing it to flow through you… to be part of you… 

 

Continue to imagine yourself standing in front of you… watching yourself in that 

mirror… Doesn't it feel great to see the successful you so very close? … Look at 

yourself and smile… Really imagine yourself smiling large as you see yourself 

smiling back… Feel that happiness resonating inside you… 

 

You have every right to be happy… as you watch yourself with your head held 

high… proud of your success... proud of who you are... so very proud and happy of 

the abundance always flowing to you… You are truly an abundance magnet… 

 

You can now see yourself as someone who already has abundance… as this happy 

smiling person right in front of you… feeling great about yourself… realizing that 

you deserve abundance… You deserve success… It's your birthright… 
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Allow yourself to breathe in this wonderful successful feeling for a few more 

moments as you watch yourself in the mirror just in front of you… 

 

Take a moment to congratulate yourself for being the successful you… for being 

who you truly want to be… Feel the gratitude that you have for being this 

person… Allow that gratitude to resonate outwards as it attracts more abundance 

to you continually… 

 

The more you practice gratitude and imagining this image of the successful you… 

The more you’ll continually attract abundance to you… 

 

You are truly abundant and extremely worthy of abundance… 

 


